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lr Postcard - 01
ismahelio
hicetnunc #293082

ENTRETIEMPOS #539
MARCELO SORIA-RODRIGUEZ

ARTBLOCKS #267000539

THE GRID
SYNESTHESIA

HICETNUNC #280637

PREVIOUSLY
ON ISSUE...

iSSUE #01
for the love of art

https://teia.art/objkt/293082
https://teia.art/objkt/293082
https://www.artblocks.io/collections/curated/projects/0xa7d8d9ef8d8ce8992df33d8b8cf4aebabd5bd270/267/tokens/267000539
https://www.artblocks.io/collections/curated/projects/0xa7d8d9ef8d8ce8992df33d8b8cf4aebabd5bd270/267/tokens/267000539
https://teia.art/objkt/280637
https://teia.art/objkt/280637
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PREVIOUSLY
ON ISSUE...

MediTation #7
QUENTIN HOCDE
FXHASH #448000

PNTMIX-NG 1.4
LISA ORTH
hicetnunc #435555

T Morgenrot Zephyrus #Meridian
AURORA
HICETNUNC #709041

iSSUE #02
Computergrafik

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/448000
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/448000
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/435555
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/435555
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/709041
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/709041
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Fragments of a Wave #28
RYAN BELL
FXHASH #508658

SCREENS #91
THOMAS LIN PEDERSEN

ARTBLOCKS #255000091

DOTS #16
LANDLINESART

FXHASH #510843

PREVIOUSLY
ON ISSUE...

iSSUE #03
REDPILL

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/508658
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/508658
https://www.artblocks.io/collections/curated/projects/0xa7d8d9ef8d8ce8992df33d8b8cf4aebabd5bd270/255/tokens/255000091
https://www.artblocks.io/collections/curated/projects/0xa7d8d9ef8d8ce8992df33d8b8cf4aebabd5bd270/255/tokens/255000091
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/510843
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/510843
https://tgam.xyz/exhibitions/issue-03-red-pill
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Welcome to the 
Tannhäuser 
Generative Art 
Museum.

The TGAM is a space in the metaverse dedicated to 
celebrate and promulgate art made by autonomous 
systems (non-human) that can independently 
create artwork. This is a nonprofit organization 
made just for the love of art and supported by 
Tannhäuser Gate.

Our goal is simple: to spread the word about generative art 

in all shapes and forms. We embrace any piece where humans 

interact with automated tools to create unique pieces.

Blockchain has created the perfect playground for a digital 

renaissance: affordable computers and easy-to-use scripting 

tools are the icing on the cake for a revolution in generative 

art like the world has never seen before. We are here to 

talk about it and share this exciting journey.

Every four months we deploy a new edition of our signature 

event: Issue, where we discover, rediscover and most of all: 

enjoy the current status of generative art. As part of these 

events, we interview artists, explore their roots and ask 

the questions our ecosystem needs.

Join us. We’re in this together.

TGAM.XYZ

BUBBLES
RIIIS
S-EXPRESSION #0

TYCH #5
RUDXANE
FXHASH #133432

https://objkt.com/asset/KT1HWR7NU6hoU3FMbfNpa3jPvKGKHqJ6CxmZ/0
https://tgam.xyz/visit
https://objkt.com/asset/KT1HWR7NU6hoU3FMbfNpa3jPvKGKHqJ6CxmZ/0
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/133432
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/133432
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LOOMS #XXX
ANDREAS RAU

l∞p #XXX
RUDXANE

https://gateway.fxhash2.xyz/ipfs/QmUTqt6h9evfT2x233MHapHVy2GBAHFLtp87ats7FmsVwS/?fxhash=TANNHAUSERGENERATIVEARTMUSEUMISSUE04INTERSECTION
https://gateway.fxhash2.xyz/ipfs/QmUTqt6h9evfT2x233MHapHVy2GBAHFLtp87ats7FmsVwS/?fxhash=TANNHAUSERGENERATIVEARTMUSEUMISSUE04INTERSECTION
https://gateway.fxhash2.xyz/ipfs/Qmew4aKBWmKSUCtpUBej9nqApcZfb8YqgaxMAuwQHMLzuS/?fxhash=TANNHAUSERGENERATIVEARTMUSEUMISSUE04INTERSECTION
https://gateway.fxhash2.xyz/ipfs/Qmew4aKBWmKSUCtpUBej9nqApcZfb8YqgaxMAuwQHMLzuS/?fxhash=TANNHAUSERGENERATIVEARTMUSEUMISSUE04INTERSECTION
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PEAKS #XXX
RIIIS

https://gateway.fxhash2.xyz/ipfs/Qmdn9fCPcYEXZxfAcjM6nWejJrKVjH7q7v4NcKzEJMsviQ/?fxhash=TANNHAUSERGENERATIVEARTMUSEUMISSUE04INTERSECTION
https://gateway.fxhash2.xyz/ipfs/Qmdn9fCPcYEXZxfAcjM6nWejJrKVjH7q7v4NcKzEJMsviQ/?fxhash=TANNHAUSERGENERATIVEARTMUSEUMISSUE04INTERSECTION
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he fourth edition of our 
signature event “Issue” marks 
an important moment in the 
generative art ecosystem. 

Generative art has proven that it is not hype 
or a temporary trend we’re experiencing, 
and as digital art keeps penetrating our 
society, many possibilities are unfolding 
above the simple act of collecting.

On every Issue we always stumble upon the 
question of what is generative art and its 
limits. Generally we describe generative 
art as anything produced by a machine 
with a high level of entropy, and that 
fits quite well to the most evident form 
of generative art which is an algorithm 
written in a coding language and executed 
by a computer. 

While this has been the main driver for our 
ecosystem, there are many other options 
that will arise in the upcoming years as 
we enter the digitalisation of everything. 

It’s exactly at this point where the 
intersection is happening, at the 
exploration of these new forms of art in 
combination with mass adoption and digital 
ownership. 

While computer art still needs human 
intervention, there will be a moment in 
time where (similarly to what’s happening 
with Artificial Intelligence Art), 

T
computers will be able to completely 
generate generative art pieces without 
any kind of human interaction (besides 
a prompt).

That level of independence opens the 
door to a multitude of questions, a 
certain breakthrough about what it 
means to be an artist.

At this point many outcomes question 
what the traditional art world has been 
pushing in recent years, and definitely 
gives all creators a wider level of 
overall control.

The intersection is already in progress 
and will move artists to embrace digital 
tools in their practice, creating new 
genres that will blur the lines of what 
we now know about genres. 

It is not an overstatement to say that 
almost all art that is created in the 
near future will integrate the digital 
form. Probably in ways we cannot 
imagine right now, but that’s why the 
blockchain is so important, to make it 
happen and allow everyone to be part 
of it. Of course traditional players 
will be scared, and they should be, 
because a new era is coming and it is 
unstoppable.

INTE
RSEC
TION

ELEVATION #85
ANDREAS RAU
FXHASH #907430

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/907430
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/907430
https://tgam.xyz
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andreas rau riiis RUDXANE

MEET THE ARTISTS

https://tgam.xyz/artist/AndreasRau
https://tgam.xyz/artist/riiis
https://tgam.xyz/artist/rudxane
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Andreas Rau (b. 1990) is a 
generative artist based between 
Berlin and Oslo. He works with 
code and electronics to build 
bridges between the physical and 
the digital in a continuous dialog 
between human and machine

It’s this dialog Andreas is interested in: 
How do the advances in technology shape our 
lives? 

How can we use machines to elevate our own 
consciousness? How could our surroundings 
reflect our infinite states of being and, 
ultimately, contribute to introspection? 

With a background in interaction design 
and creative coding, Andreas continues to 
explore the interplay between humans and 
their physical and digital environments in 
his artistic work.

While the blockchain and NFTs have created 
an entirely new context for his purely 
digital art, many of Andreas’ works have a 
physical component and come to life through 
pen plotter or CNC machine.

This connection to the physical is also 
expressed in his generative long-form 
series on fxhash including Loom and recently 
Toccata.

Andreas’ work ranges from interactive 
installations over kinetic sculptures to 
computer-generated drawings and often 
incorporates playful interactions, organic 
movement patterns, rich textures, slowness, 
unexpected breaks and overlapping rhythms.

It shows clear influences of music and nature 
and is inspired by the to-be rather than the 
being, the becoming rather than the actual, 
the evolving rather than the finished.

A

ANDREAS
RAU
Generative artist with a background in Generative artist with a background in 
interaction design and creative codinginteraction design and creative coding

TOCATA #4
ANDREAS RAU & marcelo soria-rodríguez

FXHASH #1117322

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/1117322
https://tgam.xyz/artist/AndreasRau
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/1117322
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LOOM #112
ANDREAS RAU

FXHASH #15428 

CONCRETE #76
ANDREAS RAU
FXHASH #120748 

ELEVATION #17
ANDREAS RAU

FXHASH #907354 

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/15428
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/15428
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/120748
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/120748
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/120748
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/907354
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tocata #17
ANDREAS RAU & marcelo soria-rodríguez

FXHASH #1117347 

tocata #17
ANDREAS RAU & marcelo soria-rodríguez
FXHASH #1117344 

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/1117347
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/15428
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/15428
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/1117347
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CITY SCAPES #749
ANDREAS RAU
OBJKT #172699 

CITY SCAPES #402
ANDREAS RAU

OBJKT #306807 

CITY SCAPES #726
ANDREAS RAU

OBJKT #306781 

https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/172699
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/172699
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/306807
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/306807
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/306781
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/306781
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Übergang / Transition
ANDREAS RAU
reverberations #0 

PATCHWORK
ANDREAS RAU
OBJKT #784264 

PATCHWORK
ANDREAS RAU

OBJKT # 784264 

1016
ANDREAS RAU
GENERATIVE CALENDAR #295 

https://objkt.com/asset/KT1GH7Psn9q7Jkrr88jgUiniN4LGDWrrg15n/295
https://objkt.com/asset/KT1GH7Psn9q7Jkrr88jgUiniN4LGDWrrg15n/295
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/784264
https://objkt.com/asset/hicetnunc/172699
https://objkt.com/asset/KT1GH7Psn9q7Jkrr88jgUiniN4LGDWrrg15n/295
https://objkt.com/asset/KT1GH7Psn9q7Jkrr88jgUiniN4LGDWrrg15n/295
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RIIIS
naive designer
�  dog of 69 mothers
🌈 console.love logger
🌸 inconfiddent coder’

··  🌈🌈  ·· 🐑 🐑
· · ·· · · 💭 💭
· ·· · 🤖 🤖

beep boopbeep boop

⚪  ⚪  
☁ ☁ 
⚫ ⚫ 

RIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIISRIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIS

R

MANIC
RIIIS

OPENSEA 2958...4097 

https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/29589199482839848620455384253211053645562382679792519096149838868209620484097
https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/29589199482839848620455384253211053645562382679792519096149838868209620484097
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PEAKS #3
RIIIS

FXHASH #840526 

PEAKS #103
RIIIS
FXHASH #840818 

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/840526
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/840526
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/840818
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/840818
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⍉ 🪡 ☵ 🌊 □  #22
RIIIS

FXHASH #920316 

⍉ 🪡 ☵ 🌊 □  #28
RIIIS
FXHASH #920322 

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/920322
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/920316
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/920316
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/920322
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🏙 ς · เเเเ 🌆 ﹠ ζ #14  🌸· 🙏
RIIIS
FXHASH #996576 

🏙 ς · เเเเ 🌆 ﹠ ζ #21  🌸· 🙏
RIIIS

FXHASH #996583 

🏙 ς · เเเเ 🌆 ﹠ ζ #49  🌸· 🙏
RIIIS

FXHASH #996614 

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/996576
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/996576
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/996583
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/996614
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/996583
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/996614
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: 🟡 butter · f | y :
RIIIS

OPENSEA 2958... 6346 

TEMPEST
RIIIS
OPENSEA 2958...0753 

https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/29589199482839848620455384253211053645562382679792519096149838857214504206346
https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/29589199482839848620455384253211053645562382679792519096149838874806690250753
https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/29589199482839848620455384253211053645562382679792519096149838857214504206346
https://opensea.io/assets/ethereum/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/29589199482839848620455384253211053645562382679792519096149838874806690250753
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Rudxane has been playing with HTML, 
CSS and Javascript to create small 
interactive websites and art since 
he started with web development at 
the end of the 90s.

Most of these projects where just for private 
enjoyment and he never really published 
anything. 

After rediscovering NFTs, he started an 
account on twitter to share some of the work 
and minted his first pieces on HEN.

Rudxane is fascinated by the combination of 
artist/machine in generative art.

Projects like Tych tries to replicate a human 
acting like a generative system, introducing 
human characteristics in a generative system 
where each line stroke is inconsistent and the 
high frequency of repetition causes instability 
and misalignment in the overall work.

R

RUDXANE
Visual artist searching for the balance 
between human and machine.

Grid Studies #44
rudxane
fxhash #954471

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/954471
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BINGO #5
rudxane
fxhash #965

BINGO #135
rudxane

fxhash #2055

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/965
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/965
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/954471
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UNFINSHED #20
rudxane
fxhash #464024

UNFINISHED #12
rudxane

fxhash #464006

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/464006
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/464024
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/2055
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/464006
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FOLD
rudxane
FOUNDATION #6

GIANT STEPS #415
rudxane

fxhash #681870

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/681870
https://foundation.app/@rudxane/rdxn/6
https://foundation.app/@rudxane/rdxn/6
https://foundation.app/@rudxane/rdxn/6
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rings(∞) #88
rudxane
fxhash #213003

l∞p #65
rudxane
fxhash #511516

https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/213003
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/213003
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/511516
https://www.fxhash.xyz/gentk/511516
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Patron
tannhauser-gate.xyz

Tannhäuser Gate

Strategy & Content Curation
futr.art

futr.

Voxels parcels
voxels.plus

voxels+

Tech development
kodeops.io

kodeops

NFT data and delivery network
prado.link

prado
Blockchain data as a service

dataser.xyz

dataser

I I B U S I N E S S

Strategy
iibusiness.com

iibusiness

Event Partner
tearsinrain.gallery

Tears in Rain Gallery
Team Notifications

pushed.co

pushed

SPONSORS
The Tannhäuser Generative Art Museum is 
possible thanks to a bunch of sponsors 
who help operations and finance our 
projects. If you want to be a sponsor 
contact us at hello@tgam.xyz.

https://tannhauser-gate.xyz
https://futr.art
https://voxels.plus
https://kodeops.io
https://prado.link
https://dataser.xyz
https://iibusiness.com
https://tearsinrain.gallery
https://pushed.co
mailto:hello@tgam.xyz


CONTACT

 tgam.xyz

 TGAMxyz

 hello@tgam.xyz

https://tgam.xyz
https://tgam.xyz
https://twitter.com/tgamxyz
mailto:hello@tgam.xyz
https://tgam.xyz
https://tgam.xyz/exhibitions/issue-04-intersection

